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Al Green, Desert Diamond Casino, Sahuarita, Arizona, September 14, 2008. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

There’s a casino showroom in the desert just south of Tucson (in Sahuarita) that is worth 

checking out if you are in southern Arizona. The Desert Diamond Casino itself is a rather modest 

gambling center compared to the monolith establishments in a place like Las Vegas. The 

showroom, outfitted with full lighting rigs used to their best advantage, is nearly the size of the 

casino itself, if not a little bigger, therefore affording a relatively intimate concert experience. 

 

On September 14, Al Green took the stage at the Desert Diamond with a 9-piece band- including 

a horn section- plus 3 vocalists and a pair of male dancers (one of which doubled as a vocalist.) 

All that musical power made it seem really easy for Green to stoke up the crowd with his full 

soul sound. 

 

It’s well known that Green left pop music to become a Reverend after scoring multiple soul hits 

in the 1970s. In recent years, Green has returned to “secular” music, recording and touring, and 

his mix of sultry arrangements and personal, intimate lyrics has been welcomed with open arms 

by fans and critics. The crowd at the Desert Diamond was no exception. In fact, at one point, 

Green insisted that the dozens of female fans that had rushed the stage and began dancing at his 

feet sit down so the rest of the enthusiastic crowd could see the show too. (Of course, it didn’t 

help in that stead that part of Green’s show included the star handing out long-stemmed roses to 

those along the front, or tossing them out into the seating area.) 

 

Green’s entire concert at the Desert Diamond was based on his pop music career- including some 

brand new songs- with only a single religious reference thrown in between tunes. While it could 

be said that Green had pretty light duty- allowing the band and audience to carry the songs while 

he moved about the stage, singing only parts of each tune- he was most certainly in charge of the 

proceedings, talking to the crowd and directing the band at climactic moments. He often 

punctuated lines in the songs with his trademark vocalizations- a kind of high-pitched squeal that 

rose to the top of all that sound. That Green knew the crowd would go with any flow he 

presented was evident when he replaced his own hits with a medley of great soul hits by artists 

such as the Temptations and Otis Redding, which pleased the crowd as much as his original 

material. 

 

It took quite a while for the sound crew to get dialed in at the Desert Diamond- the first several 

tunes mixed completely out of balance. Their job, it must be said, was exasperated by Green’s 

penchant for stepping far back from the mike during the performance- an odd habit for someone 

with so much stage experience. 

 

Still, those distracting details were ultimately overcome by Green’s strong stage presence- and 

the powerful band. By the end of the show (which had started a full half hour late) most of the 

audience was up and dancing and the crowd seemed to be buzzing happily while filing back out 



the doors at the end. All in all, the Desert Diamond showroom was worth the drive south of 

Tucson- and Green proved to be a savvy bandleader. 


